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When you buy through our links, Insider may earn an affiliate commission. Learn more. Oscar-winning film "Promising Young Woman" is now available to watch on HBO Max. The thriller is the directorial debut of Emerald Fennell, whose previous writing credits include several episodes of "Killing Eve." Monthly subscriptions to HBO Max start at
$10.The film tells the story of Cassandra Thomas (Carey Mulligan), a young woman who seizes the opportunity to take revenge on a group of men responsible for a traumatic event in her past. Fennell's smart script infuses the thriller with elements of dark comedy. The movie also stars comedian Bo Burnham as Mulligan's love interest, along with
Laverne Cox ("Orange is the New Black"), Clancy Brown ("Highlander"), and Alison Brie ("Glow"). The film received five 2021 Oscar nominations, including best picture, best original screenplay, best directing (Fennell), best actress in a leading role (Mulligan), and best film editing. Fennell earned the Academy Award for best original screenplay.
"Promising Young Woman" was well received by critics and currently holds a "90% Certified Fresh" rating on Rotten Tomatoes. Where to watch 'Promising Young Woman'"Promising Young Woman" is now available to stream on HBO Max. You can watch the thriller with the ad-supported plan for $10 a month or the ad-free plan for $15 a month.HBO
Max doesn't offer a trial through its website, but current Hulu subscribers that are new to HBO Max can claim a seven-day free trial of the add-on. The HBO Max streaming service works with most web browsers, smartphones, PlayStation and Xbox consoles, tablets, and select smart TVs (including Samsung and LG models. Visit the HBO Max website
for a complete list of compatible devices.In addition to streaming on HBO Max, you can buy a digital copy of "Promising Young Woman" for $15 on Amazon Prime Video, Vudu, Apple TV, Google Play, and Microsoft. For those who would like a physical copy, "Promising Young Woman" is available on Blu-ray for $13 on Amazon. What other awardwinning movies can I watch on HBO Max?In addition to "Promising Young Woman," the HBO Max catalog includes many other award-winning movies. The following Oscar winners for best picture are available to watch right now on HBO Max:"Gone with the Wind" (1939)"Casablanca" (1942)"Hamlet" (1948)"An American in Paris" (1951)"Mutiny on
the Bounty" (1962)"Tom Jones" (1963)"One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest" (1975)"Rocky" (1976)"Kramer vs. Kramer" (1979)"Chariots of Fire" (1981)"Gandhi" (1982)"The Last Emperor" (1987)"Driving Miss Daisy" (1989)"Unforgiven" (1992)"The English Patient" (1996)"Shakespeare in Love" (1998)"The Lord of the Rings: The Return of the King"
(2003)"Million Dollar Baby" (2004)"The Departed" (2006)"The Artist" (2011) Photo | "Generally, how I approach everything, is if I could imagine someone else playing the part and be all right with it, then I tend to not do it," Carey Mulligan says of her character in Emerald Fennell. To avenge her friend's suicide, a med school dropout embarks on a
mission to punish predatory men in this provocative drama. Starring Carey Mulligan, Bo Burnham, Alison Brie, Clancy Brown, Jennifer Coolidge, Laverne Cox, and Connie Britton. Written and directed by Emerald Fennell. A young woman, traumatized by a tragic event in her past, seeks out vengeance against those who crossed her path.Currently you
are able to watch "Promising Young Woman" streaming on HBO Max, DIRECTV, Cinemax Amazon Channel. It is also possible to buy "Promising Young Woman" on Spectrum On Demand, Apple iTunes, Amazon Video, Google Play Movies, YouTube, Vudu, Microsoft Store, Redbox, AMC on Demand, DIRECTV as download or rent it on Amazon Video,
Google Play Movies, YouTube, Vudu, Microsoft Store, Redbox, DIRECTV, FlixFling, AMC on Demand, Apple iTunes online. Skip to main content 7.51 h 53 min2020X-RayHDRUHDRRentals include 30 days to start watching this video and 48 hours to finish once started.Included with Cinemax on Amazon for $9.99/month after trial Carey MulliganSee
profileBo BurnhamSee profileAlison BrieSee profile40712 global ratingsHow are ratings calculated?Top reviews from the United StatesLorelaiReviewed in the United States on November 27, 2021I like the theme of "taking responsibility".Verified purchaseSpoiler and Trigger Warning: Do not read further if you haven't watched.-----I watched this
several times when it first came out, enjoying the movie for the cinematic aspects (great use of color symbolism, great casting, artistic elements) and the fact it was tackling a hard issue using comedic actors that sometimes one could even laugh at if not for what it was actually depicting (sometimes it's easier to laugh than it is to cry, and if we're
going to have an emotional reaction while we talk about this I don't mind laughter) -- once you knew what was up, the guys we *know* are going to be bad are almost comedically bad (one sniffing cocaine, the other living with his parents). But it does seem like all Cassie really wants from the guys she baits is an admission that what they thought they
were doing was wrong.We knew in this type of movie the rom/com subplot was going to go wrong, but even when it first triggers her into trying to take revenge on the people she blames for Nina's suicide, she doesn't go through with the worst part of what she had planned if the person admitted they were wrong. They didn't have to apologize on their
knees like the lawyer did, but as soon as the Dean admitted that Cassie was right and all the things people who DO have to deal with assaults on any campus usually are said to cover the school Cassie stopped the act.I think we can all agree Madison did not deserve to even wonder about what could have happened, and that it's also a little shady to try
to use alcohol as truth serum -- even if it works. She got more truth than she'd bargained for, though.For those that would argue that Al could claim self-defense (or didn't catch the musical cue before she did what she did at the bachelor party, "A guy like you should wear a warning"), had she lived and he'd had Nina's name also on him instead of his
new wife's name, she'd probably have been guilty of several crimes but not quite as serious as the ones Al and his friend could face for covering things up. Also, if he told the truth about what she said she planned to do, it wouldn't be "serious bodily injury" according to many state standards, so might not qualify for use of that deadly of force.And she
wouldn't have gone through with it had he admitted what he'd done, while no one else was listening or could have interrupted. While I'm sure she had a copy, she sent the original to HIS attorney (so the one that would be admissible in court if their state's statute of limitations on rape was longer than 7 years). The only way he would be able to turn it
over to police at all, with the attorney-client privilege involved, would be if there was another crime to investigate (such as her not coming back from the bachelor party).Al could have used the unexpected encounter with his past right before he was getting married to admit he did something wrong. She gave him quite a long time to say, "All right,
you're right" like the Dean did, like the coke-sniffer did. He said he'd do anything, and she was clear about what she wanted -- for him to admit what he did. Plus, a confession from a groom-to-be to a stripper at a bachelor party? Real strippers probably hear many, and it's possible he might have truly been a "changed man" who would have wanted to
"get it off his chest" and used her "must be a coincidence" line to expatiate himself of guilt with someone he thought he'd never see again. If so, she might have walked out alive and deleted the copy she had, after hearing him say it was the worst thing he'd ever done, etc.Some may not recognize why she was so mad at Ryan, but this character clearly
has major guilt because she didn't go to the party with Nina. Seeing that there was a video was bad enough (to know there HAD been evidence that could have gone to court if someone had told Nina the video was being shared, which might have given Nina hope), but to know that she'd fallen in love with someone who WAS there, could have stopped
it, but didn't.... there goes the rom/com subplot, and I do think she is still more mad at herself for falling in love with Ryan (aka, someone who could have watched it happen live and not stopped it) than she was at Ryan for not stopping it -- and clearly she WAS furious at Ryan, so even more at herself when she planned her final revenge acts.The only
thing I don't like about the movie was that someone had to die in it besides the person who we end up figuring out took her own life. We already see too many women killed on-screen. At the same time, it's rarely someone the audience is expected to connect to, so in a way it forces us to think about that aspect of life/film as well.Some people ARE
willing to kill in order to preserve their "perfect life". And the move did a good job in showing that Al had to have murderous intent in order to keep the pillow going even after she was stopped moving. He *could* have then gotten the scalpel out of her hand and attempted rescue breathing. He was definitely close enough. But he refused to take
responsibility even as he was smothering her, blaming HER for his past catching up with him and his refusal to admit what he did was rape.I also like how the movie completely danced around that word. It was never said in the movie, even when Cassie described what happened to Nina to the Dean. It reflects life, as most people DO find it a hard
word to say.I see why screenplay has been the major award given to this movie, but I do think it is powerful.Matthew D'SouzaReviewed in the United States on March 19, 2021The Most Fearless Feminist Film of 2020!Verified purchaseGenius satire on rape culture that’s highly entertaining!Emerald Fennell’s indie, black comedy, thriller Promising
Young Woman (2020) is a blazing inferno of female rage against rapist men in the most brilliant way! Fennell’s astonishing script hits the heart of the matter as she portrays all men in the movie as pretending to be nice guys or outright despicable sexist predators, who would all take advantage of a woman in a compromising situation because of their
lack of morals, discipline, consideration, or consent. I’m so glad producers Carey Mulligan and Margot Robbie decided to put their money up for Fennell’s project. Hopefully, Promising Young Woman will teach men about consent and consequences.Fennell’s direction doesn’t shy away from difficult subject matter, but she directs all the violence
tastefully or off camera. Promising Young Woman never feels exploitative of victims, but rather very supportive of their pain and trauma, as well as that of their family and friends. It’s powerful in its scathing critique of sociopathic men who never admit their wrongs, moving in its depiction of survivors, hilarious in its dark humor about abusive men,
and poignant in its conclusions about who is to blame for these atrocious acts that occur all too often in real life. I look forward to Emerald Fennell’s next feature film as her directorial vision is absolutely charming, skillful, and effective. She should direct a mystery with her clear understanding of suspense or more indie dramas with her heartfelt
patience for her subjects.Promising Young Woman is a fascinating feminist film as Fennell defends survivors of abuse, empathizing with their understandable trauma, and giving them a chance to move on with their lives. On the other hand, Fennell pierces you with formidable arguments for all the disgusting excuses constantly being made on behalf
of rapists and abusers by male peers, lawyers, police, deans, parents, students, coworkers, and other groups desperately trying to get men off the hook for their sex crimes.Lead actress Carey Mulligan cannot be overly praised for her stunning tour de force as Cassandra in Promising Young Woman. Mulligan acts like a hurt friend, tender girlfriend,
furious feminist bystander, and fierce avenger all in one jaw dropping role. I adore Carey Mulligan. She’s one of my all time favorite actresses for her dedication to taking on serious roles with great scripts and consistently impressive directors. Mulligan is flawless with her nuanced portrayal of trauma and vengeance. She’s completely captivating,
gorgeous, funny, and touching as she owns Promising Young Woman.She captures pure feminine frustration with the unfortunately endless accounts of women being raped and not believed. I think Mulligan speaks for scores of ladies who have had enough of the ad nauseum excuses for rapists and the lack of humane empathy for victims speaking
their truth. It’s always upset me to see survivors get traumatized all over again when the public does not believe them, let alone the authorities, who should be there to serve justice, instead of allowing more miscarriages of justice to occur by not prosecuting suspects.Bo Burnham is surprisingly versatile as the nice guy love interest and convincingly
complex supporting male actor. He charms you with his effortless charisma and blunt humor, while giving a more dramatic performance than I’ve ever seen from him before. Alison Brie is wonderful as the mean girl Madison with her shallow twin discussion and cavalier dismissal of sexual assault claims. Her conversation with Carey Mulligan’s
Cassandra later in the film is very strong. Clancy Brown is so sweet and gentle as Cassandra’s patient and sympathetic father Stanley. On the other hand, Jennifer Coolidge is funny as Cassandra’s foolish mother Susan. They have a very entertaining dinner table scene, followed by Clancy Brown’s best dramatic acting alongside Mulligan in a moving
father-daughter conversation.Furthermore, Laverne Cox’ coffee shop owner and friend to Cassandra named Gail is outrageously funny and natural. Chris Lowell is perfectly cast as the gross rapist Al Monroe with his pathetic show of begging and insecure male cowardice. Molly Shannon is so intimate and earnest as Mrs. Fisher with a powerful will to
move on with life’s tragedies. Connie Britton is infuriating as the ignorant Dean Walker, fully content with allowing sexual assault as long as its not her own daughter. Adam Brody’s creep Jerry and Max Greenfield’s gross Joe as aptly repulsive.I have to mention Christopher Mintz-Plasse’s hilarious performance as cocaine addict, amateur novelist, and
absolute lecher Neil. Alfred Molina’s former lawyer Jordan is something else. Emerald Fennell gets a funny cameo as a YouTube make-up artist giving a humorous tutorial on how to achieve plump “blowjob lips.”Frédéric Thoraval’s editing is really tight with clever cuts mid scene that grip you with an unnerving sense of rising tension. 113 minutes
flies by thanks to Thoraval’s astute editing. Emerald Fennell’s direction really harnesses her fantastic cast with carefully framed characters. Benjamin Kracun’s cinematography captures pretty close-ups and playful wide shots alongside revealing close-ups shots that convey an inner disturbance effortlessly. Kracun’s camera work is excellent and
engages you with the material, never shying away from the more difficult moments. Michael Perry’s production design is realistic as all the homes look authentic, but also have a quaint warmth to each cute set.Anthony Willis’ score is very understated, but enjoyable with tasteful compositions. I really liked Emerald Fennell’s use of fun synthpop in her
wonderful soundtrack for Promising Young Woman. The lyrics resonate with her picture’s dark themes perfectly. Nancy Steiner, Claudia Sarbu, and Matthew Carey’s costumes are all gorgeous and fun for Carey Mulligan. The suits and dresses are just fashionable and deliriously playful for such an intense black comedy. I think Mulligan’s killer nurse
outfit is the obvious peak of movie costuming. Angela Wells’ make-up is excellent with a refined unhinged look to her make-up smears and pops of color. Carey Mulligan’s rainbow nails are spectacular. The costumes and make-up in Promising Young Woman draw you into Cassandra as much as Carey Mulligan’s phenomenal performance.In the end,
Emerald Fennell directed a fabulous first film with serious social commentary on how we discuss and perceive cases of sexual assault with peerless writing and focused direction. Carey Mulligan accomplishes both tearing your heart out and busting your gut with her cunning heroine and deliriously entertaining lead acting. Carey Mulligan and
Emerald Fennell both deserve Oscars.5 people found this helpfulAmazon CustomerReviewed in the United States on March 22, 2021THEY ARENT GETTING IT...Verified purchaseDO NOT BE DISSUADED (OR PERSUADED) IN ANY WAY BY THE. HANDFUL OF NEGATIVE REVIEWS----From even a cursory scan of their words one can see that they are
missing the point entirely----This may have something to do with the way the film was marketed; if so, their confusion or disappointment might be somewhat corroborated, I did not see the trailer, and I know the way the studio publicity machine tries to promote a "famiiar" product based on formula, and how this can be misleading...Nonetheless, this is
a haunting, provocative, complicated, and very entertaining film.It is also tragic, and frightening. Because nothing happens that involves a tremendous amount of suspension of disbelief. Too much is plausible. The title "A Promising Young Woman" sounds suspiciously anodyne and "Lifetime"--as if the scriptwriter was deliberately incorporating a

veneer of that commercial TV "chick flick" fatuity---something that the director also subtly----or I should say insidiously---employs to great effect....But make no mistake. There is a profound---and profoundly sad---message here...because it is about promise that has been forever despoiled from lives by vile acts that are nothing more than the cruel,
senseless, flexings of privilege and power---by perpetrators whose moral compasses are pathologically skewed and see no harm in what they are perpetrating, or by cynics who know they will be aided and abetted by a society tooled to protect them...One of the Amazon reviewers who panned this labeled the film "anti-feminist" and its protagonist as a
"sociopath"---I suppose because this was directed and written by a woman, and a politically conscious one, she expected this to be some kind of "Me Too Triumph" story involving "public action" and militant "advocacy" and rape hotlines and female legislators doing things in offices and other "role model" things.There are films and books with those
narratives. This was not one of them. This was a tragedy. But one doesnt really see it until the end, when everything falls into place.It was about ruined lives, and erased identities, and just as a crime can have other, unrecognized victims, so does it have a host of passive and indirect accomplices, and how sometimes those accomplices can be the very
individuals one wants to believe would provide some kind of firewall against such acts---like powerful female academic administrators, or close friends who are also well-educated, driven young women, and mild-mannered, thoughtful, good-humored "nice guys"---the kind that others might describe as not having a "bad bone in his body"...so many can
have a smarmy, complacent hand in the destruction of another person, rationalizing it as "she was a fool to make herself so vulnerable"----Yes, it is foolish to make oneself vulnerable in this world. People are awful. Men who get falling down drunk often get robbed, sometimes beaten up and robbed...Women get raped. Or gang-raped. Or beaten up,
robbed, gang-raped... This does not mean the man does not deserve justice and restitution of his property if possible. It is a sad lesson, but one for which there is certain recourse, which, whether or not it is effective, is at least not humiliating and degrading to the victim.For women, it almost seems like the trauma REALLY begins AFTER the crime--when they seek redress...This can never even be a complete restitution, not when a ravaged psyche is involved, even when the prosecution is successful... But when it is not? When it is not even believed? When the woman ceases to be a person and simply becomes the "accuser of so-and-so"?---Possibly persecuting an innocent young man! Who knows?
His word vs hers..And after that, if he is exonerated, she becomes the Crazy Slut that tried to ruin So-and-S0's life (the man gets to keep his identity)And this is where the collusive role of others comes in. because it so often is NOT just a case of "her word vs his", and just one or two people with consciences can end up providing all the weight
necessary to tip those scales.But when these people choose to behave unconscionably, they have effectively become armchair assailants, who will almost never be brought to account for their lack of humanity. And I do not think it is sociopathic to seek out those who have shown this callousness to be sought out and confronted in a way that powerfully
forces them to see their culpability....Unfortunately, most people who have been wronged and have never received justice do not have the time, energy or resources to do this. It is a task that involves a certain amount of obsession, and sometimes one where the seeker of justice has to sacrifice their entire life, figuratively, and if one wishes to bring
the unpunished main offender to some kind of justice, sometimes that sacrifice is literal.......This film is not a thriller.It is a tense, suspenseful tragedy, with darkly satirical moments of humor.It is beautifully written, directed and acted.SEE THIS FILM7 people found this helpfulJenifer AdelhardtReviewed in the United States on January 16, 2021I
absolutely LOVED it. Until the end. Spoilers!Verified purchaseI have mixed feelings about this movie. When I first saw the trailer well over a year ago (thank you, COVID) I couldn't WAIT to see this. Anyone who knows me knows how passionate and outspoken I am about rape culture, how prevalent it is in our society, and how the quote on quote 'nice'
guys can be, and usually are, predators themselves. So my feminist loving advocate self was so pumped to see a movie that was written & directed by a woman, show all sides of the mindset of rape culture in such a dark, twisted and even humorous way. And up until the last 15-20 minutes, it was simply OUTSTANDING. Until that ending.So the
premise of the movie is that Cassie is avenging her life long besties rape and suicide by opening up the "good guys" eyes and to see how freaking problematic their behavior is. Every weekend she acts like she's black out drunk, and when some good guy swoops in and takes her home and tries to take advantage of her, she ends up setting them
straight in the best of ways.It's been seven years since her friends (Nina) death, and it has consumed her every waking moment. Cassie feels immense guilt because she wasn't at the party where the rape happened, and she feels like she could have protected her.. And even though the rape was reported, with video evidence, the college campus sided
with the 'promising young man' and his 'bright future' and since Nina had been drinking, the blame was soley on her. As opposed to the actual freaking rapist.**Major spoilers ahead, so please read with caution**Onto present day, Cassie is torn between avenging her friend and living her life. When she meets and falls in love with Ryan (played by the
magnificent Bo Burnham) she feels like she can actually start living her life for herself again, until she realizes that Ryan knew about it all along. He laughed it up, said how messed up the situation was, but didn't do ANYTHING. Heartbroken, Cassie's vengeance and anger eclipses into her entire being. She confronts Ryan and gets him to tell her
where the bachelor party of the rapists is (his name is Al, btw) so she can finally have her revenge. In one of the best montages ever in recent cinematic history, Cassie seals her fate with the most eerieily beautiful version of Toxic by Brittney Spears playing in the background. She is prepared to finally take back what she thinks her friend would want
after seven long years.. only for the rapist to kill her.I'll admit, my jaw DROPPED. I initially understood what the writer was trying to portray by this, and that even if Cassie murdered Al, she would never have the life she once did, nor would it being back her friend. But the more I thought about it, the angrier I became. In today's society where we
hear account after account of men raping women and barley getting a slap on the wrist for it, and having our so called justice system PROTECT said rapists, I was just so infuriated. I wanted my satisfying vengeful, blood curling moment of peace -- even if for a moment. And even though Cassie initially understood what could happen, and had
insurance policies taken out to ensure that Al would be arrested for her death, it still took the death of two women to just ARREST one man. We didn't see his trial, we didn't see him face any actual consequences for his predatory actions, but instead we received what I felt was essentially a bandaid over a bullet wound. I wanted to see Al suffer for
what he did, and I wanted to see all of his friends face the same fate, but to have Cassie be killed just felt so...cheap. It was definitely realistic, and I think that's what truly enrages me the most -- that this ending is just as good as it gets for survivors of sexual assault. It's not right, it's definitely not justice, and I'm just so angry.However, I can't deny
the pure magic the movie had (not including the ending of course.) You have these case of truly GOOD men; Adam Brody, Max Green, & Bo Burnham just to name a few, and I thought it was such a genius move to cast well-liked actors for such a heinous role. I think this movie should definitely be shown in all high schools and all college campuses -especially new students/freshman. This movie is a gateway for having honest conversations about what consent really means, and how prevalent rape culture truly is. This is definitely a movie that will stay with you long after watching, and that alone is well with the $20 rental fee.38 people found this helpfulAmazon CustomerReviewed in the United
States on August 15, 2022I WAS UNEXPECTEDLY SADVerified purchaseOne person found this helpfulChristina ReynoldsReviewed in the United States on June 21, 2021Bold and #BareminimumVerified purchaseMy rating is more of a 3.5Thanks for reading!.
?Promising Young Woman is a 2020 black comedy thriller film written, produced, and
directed by Emerald Fennell (in her feature directorial debut). The film stars Carey Mulligan as a young woman seeking to avenge the death of her best friend who was a rape victim. It also features Bo Burnham, Alison Brie, Clancy Brown, Jennifer Coolidge, Laverne Cox, and Connie Britton in supporting roles.Far from being the first film to
juxtaposition femininity and revenge - Fennell’s writing and Benjamin Kračun’s cinematography results in an enthusiastically delicious horror story that subverts gender norms while simultaneously entertaining them. True to Cassandra's alter ego like operandi the aesthetics are a brilliant mix of pastels by day that polymorph into bold nuances once
the lights go out both literally and metaphorically. Regardless of how much violence is implicated (as audience members aren't ever made fully aware of the extent Cassie has gone in the past in terms of vengeance) ‘Promising Young Woman’ avoids explicit gore while using the possibility of it as a constant source of suspense. By virtue of being the
product of vicariously inflicted trauma Cassandra is naturally written as a whirlwind of complexity and enigmatic peculiarities. Mulligan toes the line of predator and prey with a toned elegance; Their are times she procures an attitude akin to a Venus flytrap, whereas during others her obsession with control and order (which, make a lot of sense
given the relationship between sexual assault and autonomy at large) bleeds through the edges in a well-rounded manner. Cassandra’s persona as an antagonistic vigilante is coupled with a flavor of villainy not easily labeled as evil or necessarily immoral; little exposition is provided about Cassandras’ primary victims, but they are used as critiques of
what is commonly known as “Nice Guy syndrome” while inhabiting characteristics that otherwise could make them fairly agreeable outside of their immediate circumstances. Bo Burnham is also a bit of a standout – who, because of his wit and charm - throws Cassandra off of her game well being integral to sort of #plottwist that audience members
likely won't see coming (though, in retrospect, they probably should).To be perfectly honest I was on board with ‘Promising Young Woman's premise from the moment I heard of it; while not based on a true story the reality of sexual assault ( especially in the setting of college campuses) from a statistical standpoint speaks for itself with an
approximate 13% of sexual contact happening on campus being reported as being initiated through violence or following some significant amount of incapacitation, and only approximately 3% of these instances resulting in a felony conviction. While I appreciate Fennell shoehorning in commentary regarding rape culture, accountability, and complicity
( it's certainly deserved) there's something arguably #bareminimum about the conflict development that keeps people like me from being perfectly in tune with ‘Promising Young Woman’s messages and obvious intentions. Dialogue regarding why survivors often suffer in silence - like not being believed or credible - are drowned out by elements that
abruptly and coincidentally substantiate Cassandra's “mission” in the first place. It also doesn't help that various scenes that really aren't necessary (namely, the one with the car... no comment) seen to playfully indulge inferences that she's nothing more than a “psycho” that shouldn't be taken seriously when other entanglements - like, for example,
perhaps making her own recollection of what happened to Nina spotty - could be just as effective and socially relevant \if not more so. I'm not one to discourage viewers from watching a film desperate to dissect rape culture as a whole – so, at the very least, ‘Promising Young Woman’ is commendable as a personification of feminine rage in addition to
a tactful blend of genres that otherwise could easily compromise the seriousness of its subject matter. It's all too unfortunate that it seems to ride on the coattails of the movement that is #metoo, but perhaps the modest endorsement of it alone justifies feeling some amount of optimism for the near future as it relates to justice in the context of rape
and other forms of sexual violence overall.One person found this helpfulBertReviewed in the United States on August 28, 2022PowerfulVerified purchaseT. WitherspoonReviewed in the United States on August 11, 2022Must seeVerified purchaseSee all reviews
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